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DESCRIPTION

50528

1994 Graham's Vintage Port

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$110.00

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"In a port tasting, tasting Graham's is almost like tasting a big, rich, succulent Merlot after a group of blockbuster, tannic Cabernets. Sweeter
and more obvious than many ports, the opaque purple-colored 1994 is fruity, powerful, and rich, with an addictive hedonistic quality. It will be
ready to drink in 8-10 years and keep for up to 30. As always, this is a showy, flamboyant port that has the advantage of being slightly
sweeter than other 1994s. A great Graham's. Anticipated maturity: 2002-2035." -Robert Parker October, 1996 - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 96pts

330831

1994 Graham's Vintage Port

$110.00

N/A

N/A

"Sweeter and more obvious than many ports, the opaque purple-colored 1994 is fruity, powerful, and rich, with an addictive hedonistic quality.
It will be ready to drink in 8-10 years and keep for up to 30. As always, this is a showy, flamboyant port that has the advantage of being
slightly sweeter than other 1994s. A great Graham's." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 96pts

330566

1994 Dow's Vintage Port

$89.99

N/A

N/A

"A blackstrap, powerful Port. Black, with intense aromas of raspberries, raisins, flowers and stems. Full-bodied and medium sweet, with a
long, rich finish. Tannins pull at your palate." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 97pts

331743

1994 Smith Woodhouse Vintage Port

$84.99

N/A

N/A

"An under-rated producer. ...Smith-Woodhouse has turned out a port with an impressively saturated dark ruby/purple color. This powerful port
is moderately sweet, forward, rich, and full-bodied, with nicely integrated alcohol and tannin." Reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by:
The Wine Advocate - 90pts

50529

1994 Blandy's Malmsey Colheita Madeira Single Harvest

$42.99

N/A

N/A

"Amber color with golden reflections. Characteristic bouquet Madeira with dried fruits, toffee and dark chocolate. Sweet and full-bodied. Long
aftertaste with notes of honey." - Reviewed by: Producer

14347

1994 Dominus

$3,950.00

N/A

N/A

"The 1994 is a strikingly thick, compellingly rich wine with the texture of a great Pomerol, despite being made primarily from Cabernet
Sauvignon. The wine exhibits a dense purple color, and an incredibly fragrant nose of jammy black fruits, spice, smoke, and loamy, truffle-like
scents. In the mouth, it is full-bodied, with thrilling levels of extract and richness, but no sense of heaviness or harshness. This seamless
Dominus possesses no hard edges, as its acidity, tannin, and alcohol are beautifully meshed with copious quantities of ripe fruit. This wine
offers early drinking, yet has the potential to last for 30+ years." Reviewed by Robert Parker, Dec 1997. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate 99pts

14342

1994 Dominus

$1,950.00

N/A

N/A

"The 1994 is a strikingly thick, compellingly rich wine with the texture of a great Pomerol, despite being made primarily from Cabernet
Sauvignon. The wine exhibits a dense purple color, and an incredibly fragrant nose of jammy black fruits, spice, smoke, and loamy, truffle-like
scents. In the mouth, it is full-bodied, with thrilling levels of extract and richness, but no sense of heaviness or harshness. This seamless
Dominus possesses no hard edges, as its acidity, tannin, and alcohol are beautifully meshed with copious quantities of ripe fruit. This wine
offers early drinking, yet has the potential to last for 30+ years." Reviewed by Robert Parker, Dec 1997. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate 99pts

331741

1994 Smith Woodhouse Colheita

$46.99

N/A

N/A

262692

1994 Chateau d'Yquem

$99.99

N/A

N/A

"Intense aromas of petrol, spice and honey, with dried apricot. Full-bodied, very sweet, with a green apple and honey character; petrol
character comes through on the finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 87pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

